INTRODUCTION
PubChem (https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) (1-6) is a public repository for information on chemical substances and their biological activities. Since launched in 2004 as a component of the Molecular Libraries Roadmap Initiatives of the US National Institutes of Health (NIH), PubChem has rapidly grown to a key chemical information resource that serves scientific communities in many areas such as cheminformatics, chemical biology, medicinal chemistry and drug discovery.
PubChem contains one of the largest corpus of publicly available chemical information. As of September 2015, it has more than 157 million depositor-provided chemical substance descriptions, 60 million unique chemical structures and 1 million biological assay descriptions, covering about 10 thousand unique protein target sequences. PubChem organizes this vast amount of data into three interlinked databases: Substance, Compound and BioAssay (see Figure 1 ). The Substance database (https://www.ncbi.nlm. nih.gov/pcsubstance) stores depositor-contributed information. Unique chemical structures are extracted from the Substance database and stored in the Compound database (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pccompound). The BioAssay database (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pcassay) stores descriptions of biological assays on chemical substances. The primary identifiers for the Substance, Compound and BioAssay databases are SID (SubstanceID), CID (CompoundID) and AID (AssayID), respectively.
Herein we describe the PubChem Substance and Compound databases, as well as related tools and services (see Table 1 ). While these databases were covered in our previous paper (1) published in early 2008, considerable changes have been made to these resources to keep up with rapidly advancing technology. Therefore, it is necessary to provide updated information on these databases. In this paper we will discuss various aspects of the two databases, including data contents and organization, data uploading and downloading, access through web interfaces, programmatic access and other relevant tools and services. The BioAssay database has been well described in our previous papers (2) (3) (4) (5) , including those published in Nucleic Acids Research Database issues (3) (4) (5) .
DATA SOURCES AND CONTENTS
PubChem's data are provided by more than 350 contributors (https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sources/), includ- • Chemical structure sketcher (https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/edit/)
A platform-independent 2-D molecule drawer, compatible with major web browsers.
• PubChem Upload (https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/upload/)
A data submission system that enables one to contribute substance or assay data to PubChem.
• Standardization service (https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/standardize/)
Validates and normalizes an input chemical structure in the same way as PubChem standardization process.
• Classification browser (https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/classification/) Allows users to browse PubChem data using a classification of interest, or search for records annotated with the desired classification/term.
• Identifier exchange service (https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/idexchange/) Converts one type of identifiers for a given set of chemical structures into a different type of identifiers for identical or similar chemical structures.
• Score matrix service (https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/score_matrix/)
Computes matrices of 2-D and 3-D similarity scores for a given set of compounds.
• Structure clustering (https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/assay/assay.cgi?p=clustering) Clusters compounds/substances based on their structural similarity using the Single Linkage Algorithm.
• Widgets (https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/widget/docs/) Provides a rapid way to display some commonly requested PubChem data views.
• Web-based 3D viewer (https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/vw3d/) An interactive web-based viewer for 3-D conformations of molecules, which visualizes 3-D information available within PubChem.
• Pc3D viewer (https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pc3d/)
An interactive 3-D molecular viewer that can be downloaded and installed on local machines.
• PubChem FTP Site (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubchem/) Enables users to bulk download PubChem Data.
• Structure download (https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pc_fetch/) Downloads a set of substance or compound records in PubChem.
• Power User Gateway (PUG) (https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pug/pughelp.html)
Provides programmatic access to PubChem services via a single common gateway interface (CGI), called "pug.cgi".
• PUG-REST (https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pug_rest/) A Representational State Transfer (REST)-full style web service access layer to PubChem.
• PUG-SOAP (https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pug_soap/)
A web service access method that uses the simple object access protocol (SOAP).
• PubChemRDF (https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/rdf/) the RDF-based resource compatible with Semantic Web standards and technologies. ing university labs, government agencies, pharmaceutical companies, chemical vendors, publishers and a number of chemical biology resources. The data provided by these contributors are not just limited to small molecules, but also include siRNAs, miRNAs, carbohydrates, lipids, peptides, chemically modified macromolecules and many others.
Although PubChem was initially conceived as a central repository for the NIH's Molecular Libraries Program (MLP) it includes data contributed by numerous non-MLP organizations. For example, PubChem contains a substantial amount of literature-derived bioactivity data of chemical substances, manually extracted from tens of thousands of scientific articles by data contributors such as ChEMBL (7) and BindingDB (8) . In addition, through integration with data from DrugBank (9), the Hazardous Substances Data Bank (10) The data contents of PubChem and other databases complement each other. For example, while ChEMBL focuses on bioactivity data of molecules determined from various types of assays (including binding assays, functional assays and ADMET assays), the primary focus of BindingDB is to collect experimentally determined binding affinities of protein-ligand complexes, and therefore it excludes bioactivity data from functional assays and AD-MET assays, which ChEMBL may have. PubChem contains a large amount of bioactivity data, primarily from high-throughput screening experiments. It should be noted that data exchange and integration between PubChem and other databases are very common. For instance, ChEMBL contributes their bioactivity data to PubChem, and at the Figure 1 shows PubChem's three primary databases (i.e., Substance, Compound and BioAssay) and the data flow between them. Each data contributor provides descriptions on chemical samples using PubChem Upload (see the 'Data submission using PubChem Upload' section). PubChem calls these community-provided chemical sample descriptions 'substances' and stores them in the Substance database (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pcsubstance). Different substance records (provided by the same or different contributors) may contain different kinds of information for the same molecule. For example, one substance record may provide information on biological functions of glucose, while another may describe characteristics of a research grade sample of glucose. The Substance database stores these different descriptions about the same molecule as separate records that are independent of each other. The Substance database maintains the provenance of substance records, helping users see who provided what information to PubChem.
DATA ORGANIZATION
Inevitably, information on a given molecule may be scattered across many records in the Substance database, presenting a problem for users who are interested in an aggregated view of information on a single chemical structure.
To address this issue, PubChem extracts unique chemical structures from the Substance database through a process called 'standardization' (see 'Standardization' section) and stores them in the Compound database (https://www.ncbi. nlm.nih.gov/pccompound). This allows substance records from different data sources about the same molecule to be aggregated through a common 'compound' record in the Compound database.
The bioactivity of a chemical sample may be measured using various experimental techniques and conditions. These experimental factors may substantially affect the accuracy and precision of the measured bioactivity of a molecule. Especially, considering that the bioactivity data in PubChem are collected from many different data sources, these data would have a very limited use unless detailed information on experimental protocols is provided together with the data. Therefore, the descriptions of biological experiments on chemical substances are stored in a separate database called the BioAssay database (https://www.ncbi. nlm.nih.gov/pcassay). The depositor-provided information on an assay may have multiple bioactivity outcomes determined with different samples (i.e., different substances) of the same molecule. Therefore, PubChem provides a comprehensive overview of the biological activity profile of the tested compounds, by generating associations between the test results and tested compounds (via tested substances).
Data submission using PubChem upload
PubChem Upload (https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/ upload/) is PubChem's data submission system that allows data contributors to provide substance descriptions, assay experiment descriptions, and the results of substances tested in assays. This system can also be used for updating or revoking existing PubChem records. To reduce the time and effort required to make data submissions, it offers streamlined upload procedures and includes an extensive set of wizards, inline help tips and templates. Data providers can make a quick submission with a simple decision-tree set of wizards, which guides them through the process of publishing their data in PubChem. Alternatively, one can avoid the wizards and use the interfaces directly. For large and/or frequent data uploads, PubChem supports File Transfer Protocol (FTP)-based depositions using a private FTP account, which enables completely automated data upload into PubChem.
PubChem Upload has many important features to assist data contributors. It allows users to enter data and descriptive information by web form or by file. The supported file formats for substance deposition are Structure-Data file (SDF) (11) and Comma Separated Values (CSV). Assay data may be provided in either widely-used spreadsheet formats [XLSX (for Microsoft Excel), ODS (for OpenOffice) or CSV] or eXtended Markup Language (XML)-based data specification (XML or ASN). PubChem Upload offers an expanded ability to edit data directly in the browser. For example, the spreadsheet editor allows contributors to upload large spreadsheets with minimal reformatting and to edit those large datasets online. PubChem Upload provides an automated suite of validation checks that help contributors identify potential issues before the data are made public. In addition, it has a 'Preview' function, which allows contributors to check how the incoming data will appear in PubChem.
Contributors can specify a 'hold-until date', until which the contributed data will not be visible to the public. This option is useful when contributors need to time data release with the publication of a paper or the filing of a patent or in coordination with a grant administrator. PubChem Upload allows contributors to create private Uniform Resource Locators (URLs) to the on-hold data. These URLs can be used for contributors to share the on-hold data with reviewers and collaborators while the data are still not publicly available. to an extensive list of allowed configurations for each element type (with respect to the formal charge, the number of bonds, the number of bonds and the maximum allowed number of implicit hydrogen atoms).
Standardization
In the second step, equivalent or alternative valence bond structures (i.e., tautomeric and/or resonance forms) are normalized into a single representation. If a structure has an aromatic substructure, its canonical Kekulé form is determined. For a structure with stereocenters, their configurations will be annotated as 'clockwise' or 'counterclockwise' for atom stereocenters, or as 'cis' or 'trans' for bond stereocenters. If the configuration of a stereocenter cannot be resolved, it is annotated as 'undefined'. Lastly, implicit hydrogens are converted into explicit ones.
Subsequent processing of each standardized structure involves computation of 2-D depiction coordinates, basic molecular properties (e.g., molecular weight, molecular formula, etc.) and chemical descriptors (e.g., International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) name, canonical and isomeric Simplified Molecular-Input Line-Entry System (SMILES) (12) (13) (14) , IUPAC International Chemical Identifier (InChI) (15-18), etc.) . If the standardized structure is a mixture with multiple covalent units, unique covalent structures are isolated and reprocessed using the procedures described above.
The mapping from substances to entries in the Compound database is made based on structural hash codes (19, 20) 
If a CID with an identical hash code already exists, an association is created between this CID and the SID of the substance that the standardized structure was generated from. Contributed substance descriptions that do not include a chemical structure or that fail the PubChem chemical structure standardization procedure do not enter nor have links to the PubChem Compound database.
PubChem contributors and users often need to understand the modifications made to chemical structures through the standardization process, for example, when attempting to integrate external resources with PubChem. For this reason, PubChem provides the standardization service (https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/ standardize), which allows one to see how their structures would be handled during the standardization process. Although this service itself can process only a single structure at a time, one may process multiple structures by submitting multiple Standardization service requests programmatically through the Power User Gateway (PUG), PUG-SOAP or PUG-REST (21) (discussed later in the 'Programmatic Access' section).
ACCESS TO PUBCHEM

Web interfaces for textual search
Entrez is the search and retrieval system used for PubChem's three primary databases and other major NCBI databases (6), including PubMed, Nucleotide and Protein Sequences, Protein Structures, Genome, Taxonomy, BioSystems, Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) and many others. One can search the PubChem databases through Entrez by initiating a search from the PubChem home page (https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov), which also provides launch points to various PubChem services, tools, help documents and more. Alternatively, one can begin the search from the NCBI home page (https://www.ncbi.nlm. nih.gov). By default, if a specific database is not selected in the search menu, Entrez searches all Entrez databases available and lists the number of records in each database that are returned for this 'global query'. Simply by selecting one of the three PubChem database from the global query result page, one can see the query result specific to that database.
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If an Entrez search returns multiple records, they are displayed in a document summary (DocSum) report. Figure 3 shows an example of the DocSum page from an Entrez search in the PubChem Compound database. The DocSum page for a search in the Substance database is very similar to Figure 3 in layout and format. For each record in the DocSum page, some data-specific information is provided with a link to the Summary page for that record (Figure 4 ) (see below for the Summary page). The DocSum page contains controls to change the display type, to sort the results by various means, or to export the page to a file or printer. In addition, the icons and links on the right column of the DocSum page allow users to perform further analysis on the query result, to download the corresponding records, to refine or modify the search, to obtain associated records in other databases and so on.
If a search against the Compound database returns a single record, the Compound Summary page for that record is displayed (Figure 4 ). The Compound Summary page provides a comprehensive view that recaps all information known about a particular chemical, collected from different data sources. If a search against the Substance database returns a single substance, the Substance Summary page for that substance is displayed, which shows information provided by the data contributor for that record.
Non-textual search using the chemical structure search tool
Because Entrez is primarily a text-based search system, it cannot be used for searching that involves data types specific to PubChem, such as chemical structures. The Chemical Structure Search tool (https://pubchem.ncbi. nlm.nih.gov/search/search.cgi) ( Figure 5 ) enables one to query and subset the Compound database using various chemical structure search types, including identity search, substructure/superstructure search, molecular formula search and 2-D and 3-D similarity searches.
In 2-D similarity search, the similarity between chemical structures is quantified using the Tanimoto equation (22) (23) (24) in conjunction with the PubChem substructure fingerprint (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubchem/ specifications/pubchem fingerprints.pdf). In 3-D similarity search, the shape-Tanimoto (ST) and color-Tanimto (CT) are used to evaluate similarity between conformers in 3-D shape and functional group orientation, respectively. The two 3-D similarity measures (ST and CT) are calculated using the Gaussian-shape overlay method by , implemented in the Rapid Overlay of Chemical Structures (ROCS) (29) . The 3-D similarity search is implemented as part of the PubChem3D project (https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/release3d.html), which is discussed later in the 'PubChem3D' section.
The Chemical Structure Search tool supports a variety of query formats, including SMILES (12) (13) (14) , SMARTS, InChI (15) (16) (17) (18) , CID, molecular formula and SDF (11) . One can also manually draw a query chemical structure using the PubChem Chemical Structure Sketcher (https://pubchem. ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/edit/) (30) . This JavaScript-based structure editor is platform-independent and compatible with major web browsers, and does not require the user to download or install special software. In addition, it contains import and export features such as support for chemical structure files.
The Chemical Structure Search tool allows users to narrow a search to the result from a previous Entrez or chemical structure search or to the set of CIDs uploaded in a file. Optional filters may be applied to limit the search result, based on various properties, such as molecular weight, heavy atom count, presence or absence of stereochemistry, depositor name or category and so on. A query can be exported to an XML file, which allows one to import the query from the XML file and to repeat the search without filling out the search form again. This XML file can also serve as an example for constructing queries for the PUG interface, which is described later.
Download
PubChem data are available for bulk download on the PubChem FTP site (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubchem). In addition, one may use PubChem Structure Download service (https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pc fetch/ pc fetch.cgi) to download a subset of substance or compound records in PubChem, rather than all PubChem records. The records can be exported in several formats, including SDF (11), large and small images, SMILES (12) (13) (14) , InChI (15-18), XML and either text or binary ASN.1. The files may be optionally compressed in standard gzip (.gz) or bzip2 (.bz2) formats.
A list of CIDs or SIDs for records to download may be provided directly into the web page form or uploaded from a local file. Alternatively, they may be provided by using Entrez history, which stores a list of CIDs or SIDs returned from a previous Entrez search. Results from an Entrez or PubChem-specific search can also be used with the Structure Download tool, by clicking the download link (as indicated by a button with a disk icon) on the top-right side of the DocSum page (Figure 3) . Downloads through the structure download tool are limited to a maximum of 500 000 records per request, with an exception of image downloads, which are limited to 50 000 per request. These limits keep the download file sizes practical. The structure download service is accessible using the PubChem Power User Gateway (PUG), which allows for a programmatic access to PubChem. One can download more than this limit, through multiple interactive or programmatic requests.
Programmatic access
PubChem provides multiple programmatic data access routes, including:
(i) Entrez Utilities (also called E-Utilities or E-Utils) (https: //www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK25501/) (ii) Power User Gateway (PUG) (https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov/pug/pughelp.html) (iii) PUG-SOAP (https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/ pug soap/pug soap help.html) (iv) PUG-REST (https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/ pug rest/PUG REST.html) E-Utilities, used for programmatic access to information contained in the Entrez system (31, 32) , are suited for accessing text or numeric-fielded data, but cannot deal with more complex types of data specific to PubChem, such as chemical structures and tabular bioactivity data. Thus, PubChem provides additional programmatic access routes specialized for PubChem data: PUG, PUG-SOAP and PUG-REST.
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PUG is a common gateway interface (CGI) available at https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pug/pug.cgi. It serves as the central gateway to several PubChem services. While suitable for low-level programmatic access to PubChem, PUG exchanges data through a complex XML schema that could require some expertise to use. For the sake of userfriendliness and for integration with a variety of third party tools, PubChem provides two easier-to-use web service ac- cess methods: PUG-SOAP, which uses the simple object access protocol (SOAP) (http://www.w3.org/TR/soap), and PUG-REST, which is a Representational State Transfer (REST)-like interface (33, 34) .
PUG-SOAP provides an easier programmatic access route to much of the same functionality as PUG. It breaks down operations into simpler functions, as defined via the web service definition language (WSDL; http://www.w3. org/TR/wsdl), using SOAP-formatted message envelopes for information exchange. PUG-SOAP is most suitable for SOAP-aware GUI workflow applications (e.g., Taverna and Pipeline Pilot) and most programming/scripting languages (e.g., C, C++, C#, .NET, Perl, Python and Java).
PUG-REST is the simplest programmatic access tool to use and learn because it does not require the overhead of XML and SOAP envelopes. Information necessary to make a PUG-REST request can be encoded into a single URL and readily incorporated into web pages or complex work flows. PUG-REST also provides convenient access to information on PubChem records not possible with the other PUG services.
Note that PubChem web services are not designed for very large volumes of requests (e.g., millions of requests). Users should limit programmatic web requests to no more than three per second in order to avoid overloading PubChem servers. Some programmatic access approaches are queued (e.g., PUG and PUG-SOAP). More detailed information on programmatic access to PubChem can be found in a paper recently published in the Nucleic Acids Research Web Server issue (21 biomedical ontologies [e.g., Protein ontology (PRO) and gene (GO)], are used to annotate the bioassay molecular targets.
As shown in Figure 6 , the PubChemRDF exposes a number of semantic relationships among compounds, substances, synonyms, bioassays, endpoints, proteins, genes, biosystems and so on. PubChem-RDF enhances cross-integration by providing direct links to available authorative RDF-based resources within applicable subdomains, including reference, synonym and InChIKey (17, 18) (39) .
PubChemRDF aims to help researchers work with PubChem data on local computing resources using Sematic Web technologies. The selected PubChemRDF data files in any subdomains can be downloaded from the PubChem FTP site, and imported into a RDF triple/quad store (such as Apache Jena TDB or OpenLink Virtuoso), which usually provides SPARQL query interface. Alternatively, PubChemRDF data can also be loaded into RDF-aware graph databases such as Neo4j, and the graph traversal algorithms can be used to query the PubChem knowledge graphs. In addition to bulk download via FTP, PubChemRDF also provides programmatic data access through a REST-full interface. In addition to dereferencing Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs), the PubChemRDF REST-like interface provides simple SPARQL-like query capabilities for grouping and filtering relevant results.
PubChem3D
(https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/ release3d.html) (40) (41) (42) (43) (44) (45) (46) (47) (48) is an information resource derived from theoretical 3-D structures of molecules contained in the Compound database. PubChem generates a 3-D conformer model for each compound in PubChem, if the compound satisfies the following conditions: (i) neither too large nor too flexible (with ≤50 non-hydrogen atoms and ≤15 rotatable bonds) (ii) has only a single covalent unit (i.e., neither a salt nor mixture), (iii) consists of only supported elements (H, C, N, O, F, Si, P, S, Cl, Br and I), (iv) contains only atom types supported by the Merck Molecular Force Field (MMFF94s) and (v) has five or fewer undefined stereocenters. About 90% of compounds in PubChem satisfy these conditions and have computationally-generated conformer models, which contain up to 500 conformers for each compound.
PubChem3D delivers tools and services that use these conformer models, such as 3-D conformer search, 3-D structure clustering and web-based 3-D viewer. These tools and services exploit the notion of 3-D molecular similarity between conformers, which is quantified using the Gaussian-shape comparison method implemented in ROCS (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) . PubChem3D pre-computes compounds similar to each applicable compound in PubChem in terms of 3-D similarity, and provides immediate access to these '3-D neighbors' as well as their respective superpositions.
SUMMARY
In the present paper, we described the PubChem Substance and Compound databases. The Substance database contains information submitted by individual data contributors. Through the standardization process, unique chemical structures are extracted from the Substance database and stored in the Compound database, which provides an aggregated view of information on a given chemical structure.
PubChem Upload allows for seamless data submission to PubChem, by providing streamlined procedures for data submission via an extensive set of wizards, inline help tips and templates. In addition to text-based search through Entrez, PubChem also enables users to perform various nontextual searches (such as identity search, molecular formula search, substructure/superstructure search, 2-D and 3-D similarity searches) using the Chemical Structure Search tool.
For efficient use of its data, PubChem provides various tools and services. Many of these exploit the notion of molecular similarity. Although widely used, fingerprintbased 2-D similarity methods often fail to detect structural similarity between molecules with similar biological activities, which can readily be detected by 3-D similarity methods. PubChem3D is an extension to PubChem data, which provides users with 3-D alternatives to existing 2-D similarity-based tools and services.
PubChem also provides robust programmatic access routes through PUG-REST, as well as through other programmatic protocols (such as E-Utilities, PUG and PUG-SOAP). In addition, PubChem provides its data in RDF to facilitate data sharing, analysis and integration with other databases. The PubChemRDF data are also programmatically accessible through a REST-full interface.
PubChem is committed to continue serving as a key chemical information resource not only to the biomedical research community but also to the scientific community as a whole. PubChem continues to adapt, developing new tools and services to exploit ever-advancing technologies. As opportunities arise, PubChem will continue to improve the breadth and depth of data.
